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Combine benefits &
Use in next-generation Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA)
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COTS Multicore Challenges

• Shared hardware resources → resource *contentions*
• Naive soln.: Assume worst-case contention → too *pessimistic*
• MemGuard (HRT version)
  – No mention of task deadline and ET computation
  – Fixed memory server budget per core

TT Challenges

• For each task, *guarantee offline*:
  – Maximum *number* of runtime inter-core interferences
  – *latency* of runtime inter-core interferences
• Runtime mechanism that upholds offline guarantees
• Find valid offline *schedule*
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Core 3} & : \tau_{sp3}^1, \tau_{sm3}^1, \text{Acc}^1, \text{Acc}^2, \text{Acc}^3 \\
\text{Core 2} & : \tau_{sp2}^1, \tau_{sm2}^1, \text{Acc}^1, \text{Acc}^2, \text{Acc}^3 \\
\text{Core 1} & : \tau_{sp1}^1, \tau_{sm1}^1, \text{Acc}^1, \text{Acc}^2, \text{Acc}^3 \\
\end{align*}
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- Accounts for contention in on-chip network as well as memory sub-system
- Bounds variability in ET considering specified constraints
- Prototype implemented bare-metal on real COTS multicore P4080
- Generic: can be used by other schedulers as well

Initial step towards enabling TT scheduling on COTS multicores
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